Designed for
Next Level
Engagement
sinch.com

Multi-channel
Communications
Hub
Sinch is an industry leading, centralized platform which
connects with multiple service providers and various
departments of an enterprise via single API.
It enables an enterprise to manage time-critical
business communication at a voluminous scale and
can be implemented on-premise or on cloud.

Why Sinch?

Capability to integrate multiple vendor
APIs and manage several vendors to send
business communication (SMS/ E-mail/
WhatsApp) while controlling cost.
Ease and flexibility to access data from
multiple source system, applications and
departments. Message prioritization to allow
an organization set message priority.
Ensure divisional autonomy for division level
users and ensure enterprise level overview for
better decision management.
Control latency in customer
communication affecting service experience.

Credits
Listed in NASSCOM’s
“Excellence Product
Matrix”
Deployed in more than 30
Banks and financial
institutions.
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Felicitated with "Edge IT"
award by Information
Week

Built on latest
methodologies
to ensure security,
flexibility and
reliability
Sinch is first of its kind messaging
platform to offer a multitude of capabilities
ensuring security (Audit trail and access control),
flexibility (Database agnostic) and reliability
(High uptime and efficient DLR component)

500
MILLION
Peak transactions per month via Sinch Platform

New and
Improved
Sinch

Horizontally and vertically scalable solution
suited to an enterprise requirement.
100 TPS (transaction per second) to 10000 TPS
and daily volume upto 60 million for an enterprise.
Restful unified APIs implementation.
Compliance to industry set security guidelines.
Supports encryption while receiving and
submitting requests.
Internal encryption at core application and
other components.
Support termination of messages
at domestic as well as international level.
Automatic health monitoring of all the application
components and 99.99% platform availability.
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Sinch
Advantage
Higher returns at lower cost
Sinch is state-of-the-art platform which requires
minimal manual intervention resulting in improved
operational efficiency and reduction in cost by up to
20-25%.
Improves operational efficiency
Automated failover, intelligent load balancing, message
prioritization enables high end-user control, availability
and reliability resulting in enhanced operational
efficiency.
Next level engagement
The use of engaging media across multiple channels,
together with real-time tracking, comprehensive
analytics enable Sinch to deliver engaging experience
to users, while allowing an enterprise to strengthen it's
brand perception through enhanced user satisfaction.

To my knowledge there
isn't another technology
platform for delivering
SMS, Emails and Mobile
alerts or OTP of this scale
and stability in the market.
Munish Mittal CIO- HDFC Bank
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Sinch
Overview
Sinch is a leading provider of
communications platform to businesses.
Sinch platforms enable large and leading
enterprises to engage customers over
multiple channels including; SMS, Voice,
Email, WhatsApp and Notifications with
rich and intelligent communication
services. For more information, visit
www.sinch.com

Would you like to
learn more about
what Sinch can do
for your business?
Write to us at sales@sinch.com
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